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What is a nicer surprise than to remove the carpet from a room in your home and to discover a
valuable original parquet floor is hiding beneath it! Especially when you consider that installing a
brand new parquet floor costs around £ 125.00 - £ 145.00 per sq m. And that’s just for a simple
herringbone or basket weave pattern.If your floor is missing some blocks, has damaged blocks –
damages from plumbing comes to mind - or you notice areas where the blocks no longer stuck
firmly down on the underfloor just follow the 7 Easy Steps to repair/restore it and start enjoying
your valuable, easy to clean and anti-allergic original parquet floor in no time at all.Extra's
(included!):7 easy steps: most common wood-species used3 easy steps to clean/maintain your
original parquet floorWood You Like's maintenance leafletThings not to expect from your wood
floor
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